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* Expanded and revised third edition *Is it possible that everything you have been told about retirement
planning is incorrect? Why your 401(k) or qualified plan is likely delivering disappointing outcomes•s on life
support. Not yet, but it’The concept of retirement, as we’ve known it, is now a thing of days gone by.
With the major economic, social, cultural, medical, technical, and employment shifts which have occurred in
the past two decades, most everyone beneath the age of 100 now has to rethink what they thought
“retirement” would be. How conventional retirement planning strategies are changing •monetary
planning”.Busting the Retirement Lies is usually a quick read which will transform your perspective on
retirement. You will learn: • Why retiring may be a Poor idea - and how to proceed instead!• The task of
ageism and wisdom from centenarians• Why “saving enough” is not enough • about pension planning, inflation,
and why you might want to re-think retirement•Is retirement lifeless? Furthermore, the many “ a 16-page
special statement, and receive author Kim Butler's "com/permissionBut most of all, regardless of your
present age, you will learn what you can do to best enjoy the rest you will ever have with purpose, interest
and prosperity! How monetary planners can skew projections, creating false goals • Principles of Prosperity
to steer your expenditure decisions, and even more!the whole truth"Note: Due to the economic versions

discussed in this publication, it is generally applicable to readers in the United States;Permission to invest,"
Please browse the sample text before purchasing.For even more about Prosperity Economics and developing
Sustainable Wealth. industries are still considering retirement through the zoom lens of the 20th century,
pushing products, solutions, and concepts that may actually reduce your chances for convenience in your
later years!. Without Wall Street, check out Partners4Prosperity.comFREE Particular REPORT: Download "
however, it may still be highly relevant to readers in Canada and Western European countries. Role models
and case studies of people who are re-defining retirement•Prosperity on Purpose" ezine as a reward at:
www.ProsperityPeaks. Shocking analysis from monetary calculators that show "
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This book is so spot on We am 56 and experience strangled by that feeling of retirement. The Seven
Concepts of Prosperity uncovered in this writing can change your life story. I intend to re-read this again,
it was that great. After years of asset building, you hardly ever know the tax price of withdrawal until you
take it out. Never too late to learn and improve your financial situation. The book favors Whole Life
insurance and real estate as better vehicles as you possess control with one of these. Also, the arbitrary
age of 65 for retirement is busted. Many examples are given on how best to continue working and most of
all adding to society at any age group. It talks about 401K as a stale asset builder and shows through
examples how your cash stagnated and loses worth through managerial costs and inflation and even better
it is free of tax until you take it out. My struggle to reach pension is a joke. My intend to live,prosper and
give back to culture is actually more important. The book orders you to have lots of fun and to re task
yourself throughout your life.. Truly a m u st read Retiring comfortably is indeed much more difficult than
We was led .. Loved the book Great read would recommend to anyone thinking about retirement
preparation. When one understands better, one can do better. We really have been lied too or worse yet
not educated through the school system about this stuff Butler relates actual stories of effective people
living productively well into their 90's. The publication devotes a complete chapter to the true truth about
401K's. This lays everything out to easily understand Kim, thank you for putting these details together and

rendering it so a layman can see what you possess put into this easy go through. This publication redefines
the word. Mixed Feelings I agree with lots of the underlying concepts and principles, but We also feel some
of the mathematics and figures are a little bit exaggerated. For instance, while easy for some smaller,
insurance-based programs to have higher fees, most huge 401(k) plans usually do not charge participants
2.5% each year in fees. Many plans greatly subsidize the price of the administrative expenditures for their
active participants, and then the amount a person actually pays in purchase expenses could be drastically
less. The Infinite Banking Concept is mentioned, but not discussed much. The importance of creating
cashflow is talked about, but also not discussed much. As a person who has reached "retirement age," I
wish these details was open to me earlier. Now You Have More Alternatives to a Prosperous Lifestyle I
may have written an assessment previously this book. I believe more discussion, actually in generalities, of
the ideas, and fewer motivational "retirement profiles" would enhance the comprehensiveness of the
reserve. I tried retirement and drove my partner and myself crazy. Good For People Not used to the
Economic Prosperity Movement Not my favorite Prosperity Economics reserve but if it is your first one it
is a very good introduction to the ideas. I trust Kim, people should are long as they are able or, at least so
long as they desire. Family members for Generations!. I am grateful to Kim DH Butler for enlightening me
about alternatives to a better lifestyle. Reconsider retiring Kim talks at size about the issue of whether
people should retire. That is a big concern for People in america since the age 65 pension is the standard.
Enlightening these basic investment principles and financial "guidelines" are not fresh but often are
overlooked or overlooked.I'm grateful to Butler for reminding me of how easy it really is to waste time and
energy focusing on the incorrect ideals about retirement. That is a Paradigm Shift for people, but if they
did this, they practically Guarantee Wealth for themselves & That is a Paradigm Change for people .. The
info in this reserve will give you the opportunity to choose a different substitute and show you how to
prevent outliving your money. Outstanding book!Thanks Outstanding book! This reserve will show you how to
gain control of your life and your finances. Great Read Great publication. I am 73 and semi-retired (work
part time to keep occupied and I really like my work) Wish I go through her books years ago. The book
doesn't tell you not to save, it merely employs a profit motion philosophy. It also demonstrates how money

isn't the only real measurement of a well resided lifestyle and that aging is not as bad as it is cracked up to
become if we llive with a prosperous mind set. THEREFORE I found myself back in the job market. On-
Point and Refreshing! Excellent. A much needed and clarifying voice in the misguided and disappointing
cacophany from the original financial approaches. When one has learned better, you can do better In the



financial globe we're told truth however, not the complete truth, usually for someone else's profit motive.
Thanks a lot Kim for providing us the complete truth. Retiring comfortably is so a lot more challenging than
I was led to believe and the 401K was the ONLY advice I got. Makes sense. "Busting the Pension Lies"
ought to be required reading for everybody beginning at age 25, and repeated every a decade. Ms.
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